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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
In December last year the Foundation handed back to
8/9RAR the sum of $60,000, funds that had been
managed on behalf of the battalion since its disbandment in 1997. During this period funds had increased,
through interest, from $45,000 to $60,000. This sum
was a large chunk out of our investments but I am
pleased to report that through wise investment and a
recent mini-surge in new Life Governors we have
recouped much of that decrease as reflected in the
Financial Report. Nevertheless we need to keep this
mini-surge rolling to improve our capability to support all of you serving in our Regiment and the ethos
of the Regiment as a whole.

Foundation has accepted the responsibility of investing and managing a percentage of 4RAR’s Regimental Funds. Likewise the Foundation is privileged to
be able to manage the ‘Colin East 4RAR Trust’ as the
‘Colin East Legacy.’
Finally, we welcome Brigadier Mick Moon as Deputy Chairman of the Foundation while also recognising his other responsibilities as Regimental Colonel,
Head of Corps and Commandant of the Royal Military College of Australia.
As always, Duty First
Adrian Clunies-Ross
Major General A Clunies-Ross, AO, MBE, (Retd)
Chairman

We have been accused by some of being an officers’
organisation. We are not but we do acknowledge that
some officers and warrant officers, because of their
previous leadership responsibilities and obligations
plus their regimental pride, wish to remain useful to
the Regiment and therefore volunteer to help administratively where and when they can. One only needs
to look at the list of our Life Governors/Regimental
Supporters to see that now many are private soldiers,
non commissioned officers and warrant officers.
This year we have said farewell and good luck to
David Clinch who has been our most helpful and
wise Office-Manager for more than a decade and say
‘hello and welcome’ to Ms Angela Kirkland (the
daughter of our inaugural honorary secretary Peter
D’Arcy) as our new Office Manager. While David is
now officially an Office Volunteer his support in the
transition period of handover is invaluable.
The more support we get from the serving members
of the Regiment the more useful we can be to those
of the Regiment that need some modest financial help
in a time of crisis caused by them serving the nation.
We, as a charitable and patriotic institution, have
government permission to allow your donations to be
claimed as tax deductions. We have also, through the
Defence Pay system, now made it easier for you to
join us and donate electronically. The way in which
this can be achieved is addressed later in the Bulletin.
Elsewhere in the Bulletin we describe the loss of
4RAR as a formed unit within the Regiment and the
creation of 2 Commando Regiment in its stead.
Though we at the Foundation were disappointed at
this loss we ask that 2 Commando Regiment accept
our warmest wishes in its vital role within Special
Forces Command.
Against the possibility that 4RAR be again raised, the

2RAR’s Ptes Glen Collins, Cameron Robinson and Nyugen
Ronald on patrol in Dili as part of Battle Group VI
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COLONEL COMMANDANT’S FUNDING
APPEAL
Last year, on becoming Colonel Commandant of the
Regiment, I reviewed the objectives of the Foundation and its financial position. In last year’s Bulletin
I encouraged those serving within the Regiment and
those who had retired, particularly Life Governors,
to consider making a special donation in order that
we could maintain financial viability, strength and
value to the Regiment.
That appeal met with limited success. I therefore
reiterate my appeal to you to consider a contribution,
again tax deductible, beyond that which you have
already made. I also ask that those in authority
spread the word regarding the existence of the Foundation and encourage those under your command to
seriously consider joining the Foundation.
With many thanks,
BW Howard
Major General B. W. Howard AO, MC, ESM (Retd)
Colonel Commandant RAR

HASSETT AWARD FOR LEADERSHIP
The nominees for the Hassett Award for the best junior leader in the Regiment in 2008 were:
1RAR-Cpl T T Toon
2RAR-Cpl P J Majewski
3RAR-Cpl S E Volkofsky
4RAR-Cpl R B Dubbels
5RAR-Cpl A Collins
6RAR–Cpl M J Randall
7 RAR-Cpl S L Majewski
8/9RAR-Cpl S J Hart, and from
School of Infantry-Cpl B N Foster
The assessors were: our Colonel Commandant, Major General Hori Howard; Chairman of the Foundation, Major General Adrian Clunies-Ross; the Regimental Colonel, then Brigadier Mark Bornholt; and
the Foundation Secretary, Brigadier John EssexClark. All eight citations were again outstanding as
they have been for the previous years. It was difficult
selecting the best but finally the most outstanding
was agreed to be Cpl Peter J Majewski of 2RAR.
He, as a guest, attended the Foundation Annual Dinner at the Royal Military College Officers’ Mess,
Canberra where he was presented with the Award by
the Hon Dr Mike Kelly, AM MP the Federal Parliamentary Secretary for Defence Support (see photograph page 4). The award comprised a copy of the
biography of General Sir Frank Hassett; the Regi-

mental music CD and the winner’s certificate. On
behalf of his Commanding Officer and his battalion
he also accepted the Unit Perpetual Trophy.
All the other nominees were sent a special certificate
to be presented to them by their Commanding Officers.
A synopsis of Cpl Majewski’s citation reads:
‘Cpl Majewski as a section commander of C Coy 2RAR
deployed to Afghanistan late 2007 to early 2008 as part of
Reconstruction Tank Force 3. His physical toughness and
mental resilience were evident in the manner in which he
conducted himself and imparted his knowledge, drive and
self confidence to his subordinates, attributes that would
normally come only after years of experience, both in preparatory training in Australia and once overseas.
In operations Cpl Majewski continued to lead by example
while ably assisting in mission planning at section, and
platoon level. On one occasion when the enemy situation
was far from clear, he was tasked to move ahead of the
platoon in an effort to cut off potentially advancing Taliban forces in order to clear, occupy and defend a building
of tactical importance. He successfully led the assault of
several key locations allowing the platoon to manoeuvre
behind him.
The following evening while under fire Cpl Majewski displayed excellent presence of mind as well as decisive command enabling his section to accurately return fire, relay
information to higher command and allow accurate indirect fire support to suppress the enemy. During the subsequent battlefield clearance Cpl Majewski’s section led the
platoon on a silent approach to the target buildings where
subsequent searches recovered Taliban weapons.
While deployed on operations in Afghanistan
Cpl Majewski devoted much of his free time to assisting
his soldiers to improve their understanding of minor tactics, the operational environment and its cultural nuances.
He markedly encouraged his section to use their initiative
and continually improve their application of infantry tactics. His leadership qualities were such that that he was
the natural choice as platoon sergeant when the incumbent filled the CSM role.
Cpl Majewski has proven himself to be an outstanding
junior leader during mission rehearsals training, on combat operations and in training 2RAR soldiers as reconnaissance patrolmen over the past 18 months. He shows
tremendous potential for the future and he would compete
with the very best of his peers.’

FINANCIAL REPORT
We have again this year decided to reduce the financial detail normally provided in the interests of giving as much space as possible to unit correspondents.
RAR Foundation
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In a nutshell the Foundation’s financial position is as
follows:
•
Assets at the end of last year totalled $270,000
following the distribution of $60,000 to
8/9RAR;
•
Assets now stand at $309,000. This does not
include anticipated funds from 4RAR (to be
held and invested for reassignment should
4RAR be again raised) and funds from the
Colin East (4RAR) Trust.
This year we made grants of $4,700 for a variety of
causes including prizes for skill at arms, family and
remembrance travel and, sadly, child funeral arrangements.
We have distributed $59,000 in the form of grants
over the life of the Foundation.

The camaraderie and bonhomie between the old and
bold and the young and fresh, was magical and unforgettable. We hope for the same at the Duntroon
Officers’ Mess in 2009.
2009 Annual Foundation Dinner
Elsewhere in the Bulletin you will find the notice
about the Foundation’s Annual Dinner at which occasion the Hassett Award is presented. The dinner is
the Foundation’s premier occasion at which we can
celebrate the Regimental Birthday, thank our supporters and generate further interest from government, philanthropists and the broader public. RAR
Regimental Headquarters is generously supporting
our function this year and the RMC Officers’ Mess is
again graciously making its wonderful facilities
available to us.
All Life Governors are encouraged to attend to help
make this as splendid an occasion as in previous
years.
RAR Foundation Christmas Cards
The Foundation has produced a Christmas Card to
raise funds and to highlight the existence of the
Foundation to potential benefactors.
The card will be A6 (one quarter A4) size, glossy
colour outside and plain inside with a suitable inscription. The outside carries an image of the RAR
Colours at the Australian War Memorial in 1998 as
shown in picture below.

Cpl Peter Majewski, 2RAR with Hon Dr Mike Kelly
AM, MP at the RMC Officers’ Mess

Bundles of 10 are available at $22.00 including
postage, handling and envelopes. The cards will also
be available for $19.50 for ten at the Annual Dinner
and for purchase in person at the Foundation headquarters.

NEWS ITEMS
2008 Annual Foundation Dinner
A splendid evening of meeting and dining within the
traditional atmosphere of the Officer’s Mess at The
Royal Military College, Duntroon was enjoyed by
the many attending our 2008 dinner. We met in the
ante-room to renew old bonds and to award
the Hassett Trophies to the winner Corporal Peter J
Majewski of 2RAR. This award was announced by
the Foundation Chairman Major General Adrian
Clunies-Ross and presented by the Hon Dr Mike
Kelly AM, MP, Parliamentary Secretary for Defence
Support. We were also delighted to welcome on this
occasion CO 2RAR, Lt Col Ben James who offered
direct and indirect support to Cpl Majewski, the reverse of the more normal situation.

Foundation Christmas Card
RAR Colours at the Australian War Memorial 1998
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The Colin East Legacy
With the raising of 2 Commando Regiment from
4RAR (Commando) came the unexpected but much
appreciated transfer of the substantial Colin East
(4RAR) Trust to the RAR Foundation in accordance
with the conditions of the Deed of Trust and as directed by the Chief of Army and with the blessings
and the good wishes of Mrs Shirley East, the donor.

We have assured her that we will invest and use it
wisely to the direct benefit of our soldiers and their
families who need assistance in accordance with the
objects enshrined in our Constitution. The transfer
should be completed by mid October this year.

Marches of the Royal Australian Regimental
New and Revised Compact Disc
To commemorate the 60th Anniversary of the
Regiment in 2008, a CD of regimental tunes and
other popular band music has been produced at
RMC Duntroon and the Defence Force School
of Music at Watsonia Barracks Victoria.
The CD is now available and can be purchased
through the RAR Foundation headquarters at a
cost of $18.00 including postage and handling.

Captain Colin East, Korea 1952 1RAR

Mrs East made the donation in memory of her husband, the late Colonel Colin East, MBE, a doyen of
the Royal Australian Regiment since it was formed
in 1948. It was donated to be used for those serving
in the Royal Australian Regiment, or their families,
suffering financial hardship due to the exigencies of
the service. The Foundation and the Regiment
wholeheartedly and most warmly thank Mrs East for
her magnificent generosity and thoughtfulness. Mrs
East had agreed that the ‘Trust’ now become a
‘Legacy’ within the Foundation.

Application for Foundation Grants
Requests for grants must be made through unit COs.
Foundation staff do not have the necessary insight
into the full circumstances underlying a request and
rely heavily on commanding officers to validate the
request and to confirm the use made of the funds
provided.
Are You Financially Current?
We rely on your continued support and again thank
those who remain current with their membership.
An indication of your financial status is given with
this Newsletter. An annotation on the top right corner of the envelope label states the year to which
you are financially current. So, the annotation
‘F2009’ indicates that you are current until December 2009. Those in arrears are urged to update their
status.

Foundation Dinner 26 November 2009
This year the Foundation will be celebrating the Regimental Birthday with its annual dinner at the Royal Military College, Duntroon, Officers' Mess at 7.00pm for 7.30pm on Thursday 26 November 2009.
The Hassett Award will also be presented on this occasion. Dress will be lounge suit without medals or decorations. We
can only seat 100. The cost is $70.00 per head.
To secure your place, please book no later than 6 November, by:
• advising us by mail or email of your acceptance, and proposed manner of payment;
• making your payment; and
• advising us if you have any special dietary requirements.
Payment may be made by cheque to the RARF; or by direct Bank Deposit to Account Name: RAR Foundation; BSB:
112 908; Account Number: 043 368 817, including in the description: “LT I.M. Best [insert your name] – Dinner”.

RAR Foundation
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Subscriptions to the Foundation
New supporters should download the application
form from the website: www.rarfoundation.org.au.
For renewals, there are options listed on that form.
We recommend that supporters use the newly arranged and approved facility of making an Army Pay
Allotment (Option a).
Bequests
A gift in your Will is a simple way to make the gift
of a lifetime.
Remember the Regiment in your Will by including a
donation. You can be assured that all such donations
will be used by the Foundation to offer support and
comfort to the soldiers of the Regiment and their
dependants.

1 RAR
Commanding Officer: LT COL P J Connolly
RSM: WO1 P Marsh
Home Base: Townsville
Editor
Unfortunately 1RAR was not able to meet our deadline for publication. This is perfectly understandable
given their heavy operational commitment in Afghanistan.
We wish them well and look forward to hearing
from them in 2010.

Timor-Leste Battle Group VI (TLBG VI) commemorated Long Tan Day in East Timor with a number of services
Saluting as The Last Post is played during a service for Vietnam Veterans' Day, held at Camp Phoenix, are Acting Commander of the International Stabilisation Force, Captain Wayne Burroughs; retired Vietnam Veterans Ken Higgins and
John Gosling; Timor-Leste Battle Group VI (TLBG-VI) Commanding Officer, Lieutenant Colonel Dave Smith;
Group Captain Ralph Kettle and TLBG-VI Executive Officer Dan Gosling.
(courtesy of 2RAR)
RAR Foundation
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2 RAR
Commanding Officer: LT COL D J Smith
RSM: WO1 S Wasson
Home Base: Samichon Lines Lavarack Barracks
Townsville
Contributor: Maj D Gosling, XO, 2RAR BG
2009 started at a cracking pace for 2RAR under the
leadership of the new CO, LTCOL Dave Smith, and
an array of new junior commanders at all levels in
the Battalion, teamed with our soldiers who, as always, remain ready and willing to get on with the
job of preparing for and conducting infantry operations.
The Battalion has had an outstanding year thus far,
with soldiers from all companies deploying on operations. At present, 2RAR soldiers are serving in
Timor-Leste as part of the 2RAR (ANZAC) Battle
Group (TLBG-VI), in Iraq as part of SECDET XV
and in Afghanistan as part of OP SLIPPER. We
have also continued to dominate the awards presented at Junior Leaders’ Courses in Townsville,
with the members of the Battalion now having won
the JLC student of merit award on the last eight
courses in a row. To top it all off, the Battalion
again showed why it remains ‘Second to None’, by
winning the coveted Duke of Gloucester Cup for
best overall section in the Regiment in August.

‘Red Zone’ in Baghdad.
Whilst the situation in Iraq remained unpredictable,
the CT has maintained a readiness to act deliberately and carefully to avoid confrontation, and has
consistently demonstrated a clear understanding of
its responsibilities to protect our diplomatic staff as
they go about the important work of supporting the
Iraqi people and meeting our national interests.
TLBG-VI (OP ASTUTE)
In March 2009, the 2RAR BG (ANZAC) was
formed in Townsville in preparation for deployment
as the sixth Timor-Leste Battle Group. The BG is
based, in the main, on 2RAR, with the Battalion
providing the bulk of the BG HQ and CSS Company, as well as two rifle companies. The BG also
includes a Manoeuvre Support Company which incorporates elements of the 2RAR Signals Platoon,
an Engineer Troop drawn from 3CER, an APC section from 1 Armd Regt, Military Working Dogs
from 1 MP Bn and an enhanced CIMIC capability,
know locally as the Combined Operational Liaison
Team or COLT. In total, the BG numbers just over
500 personnel drawn from some 13 units from
across Army.

What follows is a quick overview of what the members of the Battalion have been doing during 2009
to date.
SECDET XV (OP KRUGER)
In late 2008, B Coy was tasked to provide the nucleus of a Combat Team (CT) to Iraq for eight
months, to maintain the security of the Australian
Embassy staff in Baghdad. This saw CHQ and 4 Pl
combine with elements of 2 Cav Regt and 1 MP Bn
to form SECDET XV in February, with the rest of
the officers and soldiers of the company moving to
either BHQ or C Coy as reinforcements for the deployment to East Timor.
Once the CT built its force structure, it embarked on
an intensive period of preparatory training delivered
by the Army Simulation Wing and Combat Training
Centre at Lavarack Barracks before deploying to the
Middle East Area of Operations (MEAO) in May.
Shortly after the CT’s arrival in Iraq, indigenous
forces assumed primary responsibility for security
in their country. During their deployment, the CT’s
main effort has been the conduct of static security
tasks, and convoy and personnel escorts through the

Capt Nick Hodda & Timor-Leste BGVI RSM, WO1, Scott
Wasson, speak with a village elder before embarking on a
trek up the sacred mountain, Mount Ramelau, in the central
highlands as part of a reconciliation activity
(courtesy 2RAR)

Like SECDET XV, once the 2RAR BG concentrated, it ‘cracked on’ with its own mission specific
training and administration in preparation for operations in the East Timor Area of Operations (TLAO).
As this was 2RAR’s second deployment to East
Timor in two years, there were many soldiers and
officers with valuable experience and knowledge of
the current operating environment in East Timor
which instilled a high degree of confidence in the
RAR Foundation
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BG as it prepared for its deployment.
On arrival in theatre, the 2RAR BG (ANZAC) developed a scheme of manoeuvre for operations in
the TLAO centred upon the principles of Adaptive
Campaigning which focused effort on achieving
effects across the joint land combat, population protection, information actions, population support and
indigenous capacity building lines of operations.
This has ensured the development of an enduring,
effective contribution to the Whole of Government
commitment to Timor-Leste.
2RAR Battle Group Rear
With almost 600 members of the battalion deployed
on operations since May, the task of keeping the
home fires burning has fallen in large part to Support Company, which has provided the foundation
of Battle Group Rear (BGR). BGR has provided
support to the deployed Battalion elements in two
operational theatres, continued with the Brigade
Training Continuum (including winning the Duke
of Gloucester Cup), and taken on the added demands of managing the rear elements of 1RAR and
B Sqn. Despite this workload, they have continued
to provide outstanding support to our families and
soldiers at home, which is greatly appreciated by
the deployed elements of the Battle Group.

agile, versatile, responsive, adaptive and robust
light infantry battalion that we aspire to be.

3 RAR
Commanding Officer: LT COL WB Stothart
RSM: WO1 T Logan
Home Base: Kapyong Lines, Holsworthy Barracks
Contributor: Capt T J Gordon, Adjt
Greetings from ‘Old Faithful’! This year, so far, the
Battalion has experienced a respite from almost
continuous operational service since the start of
2006, including elements deploying to the Solomon
Islands, Iraq, East Timor and Afghanistan. There
has been the welcome opportunity to demonstrate
our capability through demanding training, ensuring
our strong warfighting reputation is maintained into
the future. To this end, the Battalion’s training year
has focussed on perfecting the general skills of a
light infantry battalion in addition to a number of
other skills to enhance our ability to be deployed
rapidly, particularly by parachute assault.
In the early part of the year, the Battalion conducted
a suite of specialist courses to remediate the skill
sets of soldiers who will become new members of
Support Company. The Battalion has conducted
some very effective training, with two Companies
completing jungle training rotations at Jungle Training Wing in Tully, as well as B Company taking
part in the Royal Australian Navy’s amphibious
work-up exercise, Ex SEA LION.
An important day in the history of the Battalion was
commemorated with a Ceremonial Parade for the
Fifty-Eighth Anniversary of the Battle of Kapyong,
on Friday, 24 April 2009. The parade provided an
opportunity for past and present members of the 3
RAR family to remember those who served 3RAR
and the nation in combat.

Sgt John Ferguson plays a soldiers’ lament during a
small but moving ceremony held at Camp Phoenix, in
Dili, on 24th July 2009 to commemorate the Battle of
Samichon (courtesy 2RAR)

Looking Ahead
2RAR is in great shape, having enjoyed a year of
high achievement at home and on operations. The
performance of the Officers, WOs, SNCOs and Soldiers of the Battalion has been consistently outstanding, further reinforcing the Battalion’s reputation for quiet and determined professionalism. We
look forward to soon returning home to Samichon
Lines and our families, catching up with mates and
taking the next steps towards becoming the sort of

The Battalion worked hard when conducting Exercise Kapyong Warrior in early May, which involved
Company level training and a live firing phase. The
capabilities of parachute insertion as well as conventional warfighting tactics were well tested. Following this activity, the Battalion Rugby League
team prevailed over a touring team from the Parachute Regiment in the UK. The contest provided an
afternoon of sport for the men of the Battalion,
whether competing, or as spectators. The touring
team was then welcomed to the respective messes
for an after-match function.
The Battalion is currently preparing for its normal
program of exercises and courses, and at the time of
writing is deployed to Townsville and participation
RAR Foundation
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in Exercise Talisman Sabre, a large joint exercise
with the US Marine Expeditionary Unit. This will
be followed with the Combined Arms Training Activity conducted by 3Brigade. These training opportunities provide valuable experience for commanders at all levels to participate in higher formation
manoeuvre, as well as honing tactical skill sets.

and hope all former members visit their old unit on
future Kapyong Days.

4 RAR
A Defence Media Release of 4 June 2009 advised
that the Chief of Army had announced that 4RAR
(Cdo) was to be renamed 2 Commando Regiment.
Chief of Army stated that the new name more accurately reflected the roles and capabilities of the
commandos and their command structure which
were distinct from our conventional infantry battalions. He stated that 4RAR will remain on Army’s
ORBAT and may be reinstated in the future, if and
when the need arises.
Our Foundation has been made responsible for
quarantining 40% of the non-public monies Regimental Funds of 4RAR (Cdo) to invest prudently in
anticipation of the restoration of the battalion. As
was done for 8/9RAR during its dormancy, the
Foundation will reinvest 50% of the interest into the
quarantined 4RAR Regimental Fund and use the
other 50% of the interest to assist in the achievement of the Foundation’s objectives in supporting
the Regiment.

5 RAR
Parachute training 3RAR

The Battalion continues with the role of the Ready
Battalion Group, which means that we may be deployed overseas at short notice. The Battalion’s
high readiness has been well-tested to ensure robust
call-out procedures and pre-deployment checks enable it to be on the ground in any overseas location
within a very short time-frame.
In between the exercises, the Battalion continues
with the full range of activities including the Opie
Trophy, the military skills competition for champion section, participation in the Duke of Gloucester Cup, urban operations training, specialist platoon training and of course the ever-constant parachute continuation.
The end of the year ushers in a change in commanding officers with LTCOL Wade Stothart leaving the
Battalion in very good shape, as a professional organisation capable of deploying at short notice, anywhere and by any means, for the wide variety of
tasks that ‘Old Faithful’ can be relied upon to perform.
The Officers and Men of ‘Old Faithful’ offer their
best wishes to all members of the RAR Foundation

Commanding Officer: LT COL D D Huxley
RSM: WO1 C T Howe
Home Base: Binh Ba Lines, Robertson Barracks,
Palmerston, NT
Contributor: Capt D M French, Adjt
Since the last issue of the Foundation Bulletin the
5th Battalion has spent the majority of time on operations, contributing to three separate missions
from September 2008 to July 2009.
The main effort of the Battalion was the deployment to Operation ASTUTE in East Timor as the
mounting HQ of Timor-Leste Battle Group V.
Charlie and Delta companies of the Battalion deployed supported by a company from 16th Air Defence Regiment rerolled as infantry and a composite
company of New Zealand Army gunners and infantrymen. A Support Company made up of a Reconnaissance Platoon, Engineer Troop and a Mechanised Quick Reaction Force rounded out the Battle
Group Tiger manoeuvre elements.
New on the ORBAT in structure if not in concept
was the Combined Operations Liaison Team
(COLT), an organisation aimed at linking with key
security elements in both the United Nations and
Timorese forces. The COLT was largely comprised
of officers and SNCOs assisted by local national
RAR Foundation
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and army linguists who liaised daily with Timorese
security forces, administrators and United Nations
personnel. The information gained was used to provide opportunities for closer training and situational
awareness, enhance Timorese capabilities and promote cooperation between all agencies in a complex
security environment.

Timorese police elements and response elements of
the Battle Group. The confidence which this injected in the local security forces could not be underestimated and was part of a process in showing the
Timorese that they can stand on their own two feet.
There is a long way to go, but the signs are promising.

Operations in Timor were characterised by a change
in focus from security operations to capability development and training. The unique training opportunities provided by the operational environment in
Timor meant that the Battalion was able to complete
a large number of professional development and
skills maintenance courses including two Supervisor
Infantry Operations – Section courses (Old Subject 2
for Corporal), two M113AS1 driver courses, a basic
reconnaissance course, sniper course, jungle training,
a suite of communications courses as well as conducting regular live fire exercises.

While the majority of the Battalion dealt with the
wet season in Timor, others were contending with
the effects of a northern hemisphere winter in the
desert as part of Security Detachment XIV
(SECDET XIV) in Iraq, and the Mentoring Reconstruction Task Force 1 (MRTF 1) in Afghanistan.

A number of training opportunities were utilised to
build capability within the United Nations Formed
Police Units – the UN’s first responders – and the
Timorese Police. Most notably a series of desktop
exercises were conducted which led to a full scale
riot control exercise involving United Nations and

5RAR contributed two platoons to SECDET XIV
which was mounted by the 2nd Calvary Regiment.
Deploying just prior to the Timorese Battle Group,
SECDET XIV continued the well established role of
security and protection of the Australian Diplomatic
Mission and it’s members in Baghdad. Their tour of
duty was marked by the steady improvement of the
security situation and draw down of US forces from
urban areas. One platoon was withdrawn early due to
the continued improvement in Baghdad and returned
in Australia in January 2009. While their tour was
largely incident free, the remaining soldiers were

Quick Reaction Force moving into harbour south of Dili in the Comoro River system
(courtesy 5RAR)
RAR Foundation
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kept busy with regular escort tasks, patrols and skills
maintenance.
The members of the Tiger Battalion in Afghanistan
were largely drawn from the Mortar Platoon. They
were deployed to provide internal indirect fire support to the members of the 7th Battalion who made
up MRTF1. After an initial slow start, the mortarmen
were utilised on a number of occasions to support
troops in contact.
5RAR also supported MRTF 1 by providing members to the Operational Mentoring and Liaison Team
and the Force Protection Combat Team. While a
very small part of the entire force, the 5 RAR boys
distinguished themselves well as part of a successful
deployment. Two casualties sustained during contacts have recovered well and have returned to work
at the Battalion.
Back in Darwin the Battalion continued to grow. In
part this was due to elements returning early from
operations and in part due to an influx of new infantry soldiers. The maintenance of individual soldier
skills was the priority for these members until March
2009 when Charlie Company, who had just completed post-deployment leave after returning from
Operation ASTUTE in January, began training in
earnest for Exercise TALISMAN SABRE 09.

5RAR’s LCPL Burnett-Brooks, PTE Downey and
PTE Holm (R to L)

Charlie Company was responsible for the remediation of mechanised warfighting skills and focussed
their training on the Battalion’s core role. These
skills were put to the test when the Company deployed as part of the 1st Brigade’s effort to support
Exercise TALISMAN SABRE 09. During the exercise Charlie Company wreaked havoc on the ‘good
guys’ from the 7th Brigade and utilised the opportunity to confirm the capabilities of a mechanised
fighting force.

In early August the Battalion was finally all back in
Binh Ba lines for the first time since March 2008,
when a platoon had deployed in support of TimorLeste Battle Group IV. Plenty of new faces were
about as the Battalion was now at 690 soldiers
strong. A quick ‘re-org’ was conducted to spread the
experience and the youth throughout the companies
before training commenced once again.
Tragically, 5RAR lost two members during the year.
PTE David Smith had only recently left the battalion
for the School of Armour and was killed in a
M113AS1 rollover. LCPL Stephen Johanson was
killed in a vehicle accident during his postdeployment leave. Both Stephen and “D.J” were well
liked and respected soldiers and will be sorely
missed.
The remainder of the year will be focussed on participating in BDE run exercises and Company level
training to ready the Battalion for whatever is next.
As always the Tiger Battalion is ‘Mission Focused,
Combat Ready, Fiercely Loyal’ and ready to deploy
again when the call next comes.

6 RAR
Commanding Officer: LT COL J P Blain
RSM: WO1 S A Colman
Home Base: Long Tan Lines, Gallipoli Barracks,
Enoggera
Contributor: LT J P Fanning
This year has been the first time that 6 RAR has been
able to consolidate as a complete Battalion for some
time. The high tempo of today’s Battalion has seen
6RAR deploy to Iraq, East Timor and Afghanistan,
as both a contributing unit and as the leading element
in ADF operations in recent years. The introduction
of the 8 month deployment cycle has given 6RAR
the opportunity to raise, train and sustain for future
operations. The complete fit out of the Battalion with
Protected Mobility Vehicles (PMV) otherwise
known as the Bushmaster, has seen the unit embrace
a motorised culture, and significantly enhance the
Battalion’s fighting power and combat agility.
Late last year, 6RAR adopted the Infantry 2012
structure, which involved manning changes to reflect
the increased combat power of the rifle companies.
To achieve this, C Company was disbanded and
folded into A and D Companies, who subsequently
raised the Manoeuvre Support Sections within their
Platoons. 6RAR has been fortunate to be the first
unit to develop motorised 2012 SOPs, and operate in
the field with the new structure in an organisation
RAR Foundation
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completely mounted in PMVs. The motorised 2012
concept was continually tested in demanding field
training carried out from Platoon to Battle Group
level throughout 2009.
The new structure, the opportunity to train as a battalion, and preparing for Operations in Afghanistan
saw 6RAR prepare for a busy year ahead. The Commanding Officer’s intent was to see the unit train for
‘A War’ before changing focus to train for ‘The
War’. This enabled Companies to enhance the basic
foundation warfighting skills required of all soldiers
in a Rifle company. This was achieved at all levels
through training as far afield as Singleton, Puckapunyal, Shoalwater Bay and Quilpie.
Concurrent training was continually provided
through range practices and HE weapon qualification
shoots. Support Company experienced a testing two
day Bushmaster journey to Puckapunyal to develop
and enhance mounted Mortar, Direct Fire Support
Weapons and Reconnaissance, Sniper and Surveillance team drills, utilising live ammunition in a challenging environment.
In May the Army Simulation Wing provided 6RAR
with a comprehensive package utilising the Virtual
Battle Space 2 program and live lane training at
Greenbank. With a soldier per computer, realistic
missions were carried out as they would be in the
field. Once rehearsed on the computer program, a
live training lane was set up to put into practice the
lessons learned. Rotating through Platoons, the training provided allowed Rifle Platoons and Sections to
develop and enhance their urban Tactics, techniques
and procedures in a realistic environment, using Tactical Effects Simulation Systems (TESS – a laser
system integrated with weapons to inflict realistic
but simulated casualties), and having their performance recorded on video and reviewed for detailed
analysis.
Throughout these activities, 6RAR comprehensively
won the Brigade Obstacle Course Competition by
claiming first and third place. The unit came second
in the Duke of Gloucester Cup competition, winning
the MacDonald Cup (for shooting), contributed to
ASSAM and continually brought new march-ins into
the Battalion culture and training continuum.
In keeping with the Unit’s history, Long Tan has
featured prominently in Unit activities. All new
march-ins are introduced to the battle and 6RAR’s
proud history. As the custodian for the battle, D Coy
has raised funds to send 20 soldiers to the site in
Vietnam. From 16 August to 22 August, the cham-

pion section and champion soldier will conduct a
battlefield tour to Phuoc Tuy Province. Former
members of the Unit have offered their services as
guides for the tour. All members of the Company
pitched in to raise funds, and generous donations
were given from the community, including the RAR
Foundation. A documentary is also being made. This
will follow the members on the tour from their Long
Tan visit to deployment to Afghanistan.
With Ex TALISMAN SABRE 09 rapidly approaching, 6RAR was provided the opportunity to rehearse
for the exercise through Ex LIGHT FIGHTER (Ex
LF) and Ex DIAMOND DOLLER (Ex DD). Ex LF
was a mounted insertion to an assembly area for a
deliberate dismounted attack on the Urban Operations Training Facility, Raspberry Creek. Battle
planning, preparation and readiness were all tested
by this activity, as well as providing ample opportunity to test soldier skills in a force on force environment. It must also be mentioned the level to which
our colleagues from 8/9RAR and 2CER were able to
fortify the village. The ability of the Australian Soldier to create a challenging defence against a Battalion attack, using nothing more than some inappropriately placed furniture and hootchie cord inside an
urban environment, should not be underestimated.
The front door never looked so forbidding. And if
you’ve never seen barbed wire inside a building, call
B Company 8/9RAR, the subject matter experts.
Ex DD allowed 6RAR to operate as a conventional
Battle Group. Support from 1 Armoured Regiment,
2/14 Light Horse Regiment (QMI), 1 Field Regiment
and 2 Combat Engineer Regiment enabled Platoon to
Battle Group level integration of tanks, Light Armoured Vehicles, Forward Observers and engineers.
Admin Coy was able to train with echelon elements
from armoured attachments, and Support Coy was
tested in integrating heavy fire support and challenging communications.
Ex Talisman Sabre 09 was the Brigade test of objectives for all the training conducted during the year.
With the 1st Brigade providing the enemy force, all
units within the 7th Brigade felt the pressure of
working in a high tempo complex environment. The
6RAR Battle Group was tasked to execute tasks
ranging from Battalion level deliberate assaults to
Security and Stability Operations (SASO). A rapid
Battle Group advance over 45km was executed with
minimal difficulty, allowing the Battle Group to outflank enemy strongpoints, and allow D Company to
capture the decisive terrain of Raspberry Creek with
minimal casualties, proving the capability of motorised Infantry in a conventional environment.
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The complex nature of the Exercise was demonstrated by the rapid change in tasks required by the
Brigade. After capturing the town, 6RAR converted
to SASO operations, paving the way for a handover
to Australian Federal Police.
Information garnered from the villagers and captured
insurgents exposed a second enemy strongpoint
which was destroyed by the Battle Group, mere
hours after conducting SASO operations. Soldiers at
every level were tested in their ability to escalate
their reaction as required through a series of complex
tasks. Support and training throughout the exercise
was provided by Combat Training Centre (CTC),
providing Observer/Trainers and allowing a complete TESS fit out for dismounted troops and Bushmasters alike. All elements of the Battle Group were
able to recount the battles via digital means to best
make use of the CTC support.
Eventually, the exercise ended and the soldiers of the
3rd Marine Expeditionary Unit (US) moved in to
begin their fight. Again 6RAR was able to draw
skills from our coalition friends to enhance the Battalion’s capabilities. United States Marines Psychological units (think man-packable speakers), were
employed to broadcast the Coalition message to
Raspberry Creek to great effect. Live Fire activities
utilising organic Battalion weapons were integrated
with the Marine helicopters, jets and naval gunfire.
From the lowest level, friendships were made and
training tested as the Marines enviously eyed the
Bushmaster and its capabilities.
2009 has seen some excellent training conducted by
6 RAR. This has prepared the unit for what promises
to be a challenging lead up period to conducting of
operations in Afghanistan in 2010.

7 RAR
Commanding Officer: LT COL S L Gabriel
RSM: WO1 D Allen
Home Base: Robertson Barracks, NT
Contributor: LT COL S L Gabriel
This issue of the Foundation Bulletin provides an
opportunity to record the operational tasks of 7RAR
over the last 12 months and our concurrent further
growth. The Battalion has now reorganised and refocused to our mechanised infantry warfighting role
that will see us well prepared for future tasks.
While much of the Battalion’s focus has been on the
recent 7RAR Battle Group deployment to Afghanistan, it should be noted that A Company returned
from Iraq (SECDET XIII) in the same week that this

deployment commenced in October 2008. With the
raising of C Company from early 2008, our Battalion
Rear element was firmly focused on maintaining the
momentum of accelerated growth that is providing
Army with more capability in a much earlier timeframe than originally envisaged. These two companies had the critical task of maintaining our mechanised infantry warfighting capabilities for a variety
of collective training and contingency tasks. Recently, C Company completed Exercise Talisman
Sabre within the Opposing Force formation, providing the first M113AS4 equipped mechanised infantry
company for a major training activity.

3 Pl CT TUSK clear a house during contact
Mirabad Valley May 2009 (courtesy 7RAR)

The main effort over the last 18 months has remained the 7RAR Battle Group deployment in the
Mentor and Reconstruction Task Force mission. This
task was both the initial rotation of this revised commitment to Afghanistan and the first eight month
tour length. The Battle Group mission was to mentor
an Afghan National Army infantry battalion
(Kandak) and concurrently, maintain a contribution
to the reconstruction effort.
This deployment saw the establishment of the Operational Mentor and Liaison Team (OMLT) and the
commencement of mentor operations. The role of the
mentors is not dissimilar to the role of the AATTV,
with the responsibility to develop and enable Afghan
Army individual and collective skills, while they are
involved in a difficult fight against a dangerous insurgent enemy force. The OMLT was reinforced by
and conducted complementary operations with our
Combat Team. This enabled additional combat
power to ensure tactical success and thereby maintain momentum of ANA led and Australian mentored operations in Oruzgan Province. Both sub units
were based on 7RAR sub-units, augmented with
other combat and combat support elements from
within the 1st Brigade.
The reconstruction effort was maintained by a task
organised 1 Field Squadron. The Sappers were kept
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busy throughout the tour with this role, ensuring that
the improving security situation was supported by
improvements to the life of local Afghan people. In
addition to this role, the high threat posed by the insurgents’ indiscriminate use of Improved Explosive
Devices required the skill and courage of our Combat Engineers to locate and dispose of this threat to
ourselves and local people. The Headquarters and
Combat Service Support Team maintained their constant role in enabling all facets of the Battle Group
operations throughout the deployment.

killed in action in March during a sustained action
against a strong insurgent force.
The 7RAR Battle Group handed over responsibility
for the MRTF mission to the 1RAR Battle Group in
June before returning to Australia for a period of rest
and reconstitution prior to our next tasks. This will
involve further growth within the Battalion and
preparations for the relocation to Adelaide in late
2010. A key activity for this year will be the presentation of new Colours to 7RAR, planned to occur in
Adelaide on 10 October 2009. This will see the last
set of original Colours held by an RAR Battalion
being laid up and is a key opportunity to commence
our engagement with the South Australia community. Throughout this period, 7RAR will continue to
prepare for future tasks, focused on the strengths of
the mechanised infantry capability.

8/9 RAR
ANA and AS mentors on patrol Baluchi Valley
March 2009 (courtesy 7RAR)

The typical operations conducted by the Battle
Group involved mentored Afghan Army platoons
and companies conducting the full range of tactical
tasks in defeating the insurgent. This required the
constant patrolling, clearances and searches that
would be familiar to all infantrymen, based from
forward operating bases throughout the area of operations.
These operations were then reinforced and supported
by all elements of the Battle Group, primarily the
Combat Team, mortars, snipers and Combat Engineers. This invariably involved contact with the insurgents and many large actions developed as the
insurgent forces attempted to block or disrupt our
efforts. These tasks were conducted in an arduous
operational environment against a dangerous enemy
over a sustained period of time and required constant
effort and determination by the infantrymen of the
OMLT and the Combat Team, ably supported by
cavalry, engineers and gunners. It is a testament to
the quality of our soldiers, junior leaders and training
systems in the conduct of this mission that reflected
the role of infantry in no uncertain terms.
This challenging mission has now firmly established
the Australian mentoring approach and further denied insurgent influence within Oruzgan Province.
Sadly, this came at the cost of a number of casualties, including Corporal Matthew Hopkins who was

Commanding Officer : LT COL S A Stuart
RSM: WO1 W Lampard
Home Base: Gallipoli Barracks, Enoggera
Contributor: MAJ W Farmer, XO and Capt L Partridge, Adjt
31 October 2009 marks the two-year anniversary of
8/9RAR from when it was re-raised as a Motorised
Battalion. During this time it has grown from a tentative beginning, to become a highly deployable Infantry Battalion. From the manning and equipment issues of 2008, 8/9RAR has now grown to be the newest regular combat unit in the ADF with 612 members, comprising of a Battalion Headquarters, a fully
motorised 2012 Infantry Company, a 2012 Light Infantry Company (awaiting delivery of Bushmaster)
a Manoeuvre Support Company and a Combat Service Support Company.
Given the re-emergence of 8/9RAR, the unit has undergone an accelerated live fire training evolution
which culminated on Exercise Minh Dam at Townsville during August – September 2009. The aim of
EX MD 09 was to practice and evaluate 8/9RAR in
their ability to prepare, plan and conduct joint offensive operations, utilizing combined arms, in a nonpermissive complex offshore environment.
A Company
In early 2009 A Company took delivery of its Bushmaster vehicles and raised the motorised capability
in 8/9RAR. Through the conduct of field training,
including Exercise Diamond Dollar and Exercise
Talisman Sabre 09, A Company has been able to
facilitate substantial training designed to meet the
motorisation goals set by the CO. This training has
RAR Foundation
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included dismounted and mounted combat training
as part of a motorised combat team, including operating with supporting arms.
Exercise Diamond Dollar allowed A Company to
exercise section and platoon SOP in a conventional
setting. During the final stages of the exercise A
Company was supported by a number of attached
assets such as ASLAV, UAV, Abrams Tanks and
Engineers. The HQ was tested with regards to the
employment and manoeuvring of the large combat
team. The HQ effectively commanded the Combat
Team and met the intent of the Battle Group Commander to negotiate all threats that arose. Additionally, the attachment of engineer assets provided great
training value and exposure to the methods used to
conduct route clearance. A Company also provided
assistance to UAV elements conducting aerial surveillance and clearance by establishing a secure area
for the conduct of their tasking.
Throughout Exercise Talisman Sabre 09 A Company
proved its value to the Brigade by providing a motorised infantry company capability to the 2/14QMI
Battle Group. During EX Talisman Sabre 09 A Company conducted extensive route clearance and target
infiltration. Overall the exercise gave an opportunity
to display the professionalism of 8/9RAR soldiers
and illustrate the value of its hard training this year.

8/9RAR in training

The success of A Company’s motorisation is due to
the training conducted at the lowest level right
through to the OC. The provision of specific training, as well as the experiences gained whilst conducting field training exercises such as Exercise Diamond Dollar and Exercise Talisman Sabre 09, has
led to the establishment of durable Section, Platoon
and Company SOP and TTP which has build a suitable base for A Company to deploy overseas.

B Company
B Company was raised at 8/9RAR at the end of
2008, with the nucleus of CHQ, Platoon Staff, several JNCO and one hundred soldiers. The Company
is now manned at 100%, equating to 170 soldiers.
Such large numbers are due to the manpower-heavy
I2012 structure adopted by the Battalion, and the
necessity to provide sufficient manning to crew the
Company’s fleet of PMV, due to arrive
in October 09.

8/9RAR in training

B Company’s training cycle commenced by focusing
on team and section level TTP and individual marksmanship training whilst concurrently running the
8/9RAR Supervisor Infantry Operations – Section
(SIO-S) Course. This course, the successor of the old
Subject Two Corporal, culminated in a combined
exercise, facilitating Stage 4 of the battleshot for the
soldiers. Those soldiers not on the SIO–S provided a
realistically-sized and structured OPFOR for the Operations Module of the Course.
In June, the 7 Bde run, Ex DIAMOND DOLLAR,
provided a great opportunity for the developing company to prove their worth. A platoon from B Company had the opportunity to support 1 Fd Regt in
their danger-close activity with a blank-fire platoon
attack. The company provided the OPFOR for
6RAR’s deliberate clearance of the Raspberry Creek
Urban Facility, and provided a realistic and challenging training opportunity for the Battlegroup.
On completion of that activity, the company was
given the opportunity to conduct a dismounted company advance to contact conducting live-fire ranges
and facilitating Stage 5 of the battleshot. This phase
culminated in a platoon live fire activity incorporating a range practice which rehearsed battle procedure
and planning from the CO to the soldiers of the comRAR Foundation
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pany. Incorporating the support of assets from reconnaissance and DFSW platoons, this practice was
challenging for all ranks, and cemented training outcomes and acquired knowledge for the soldiers thus
far.
Ex TS09 provided further opportunity for development when B Company deployed with 6RAR’s Battle Group DOG, as Combat Team B. The exercise
began with an air-mobile insertion followed by assisting the Battlegroup in achieving the break-in on
the Raspberry Creek Urban Facility, its clearance
and subsequent transition to SASO. The activity exercised the OC down to the youngest soldier with all
participants benefiting greatly. Literally transitioning
through the three block war from war-fighting, to
peace-keeping, to humanitarian assistance in the
same morning, the training opportunity was invaluable.
The company now looks ahead to its future tasks.
The Bn LFX in August, Ex HAMMERSLEY PUSH,
and subsequently Ex MINH DAM in September,
which will facilitate Stage 6, Combat Team live fire.
After this, the company will set its sights on a rotation to JTW Tully in October and eventually Mission
Specific Training for the Battalion’s deployment to
Timor-Leste in 2010. In 2009 however, the youngest
company in the Regiment remains focused on the
task at hand - raising a capability and becoming proficient in its craft.
Conclusion
During 2009 the unit has benchmarked its soldiers’
progression by conducting tough, realistic, repetitious yet challenging training. This training evolution
has been spearheaded by recent developments on
operations, which has been applied into the 8/9RAR
training continuum. Tough live fire training, and the
conduct of exercises throughout 2009 has set
8/9RAR up for success for any contingencies that the
Government may assign the Battalion in the future.

SCHOOL OF INFANTRY
CO/CI: LT COL A J Egan
RSM: WO1 D Welsh
Home Base: Singleton
Contributor: Maj R Weir, SO2 Infantry
Much has changed within the School of Infantry
(SOI) since the RAR Foundation bulletin Issue No.
26 published September 08. The SOI article in issue
No 26 sought to shed light on the direction of the
School and the vast changes that would occur in its
imminent future. Some of the predictions have come
to fruition while others have changed in principle.

The areas within the School that have experienced
the most drastic change are, without a doubt, Rifleman Wing with its restructuring into two companies
to facilitate the modularisation of the Initial Employment Training, the raising of Soldier Support Wing
and the creation of the Urban Operations Team
within Tactics Wing marking the beginning of a new
era in Urban Warfare training within the RAR.
Rifleman Wing, contrary to the predictions of last
year, has been separated into two distinct training
Companies, A and B Coy, each holding specific
training liabilities within the new 13 week Rifleman
Infantry Operations - Platoon Training Management
Package (TMP).
The Wing has worked hard to modernize its system
of training and has reduced the scope of an instructors training liability by modularizing the course.
Instead of conducting Platoons as full 13-week
blocks, which limits an instructor's ability to fully
develop expertise, instructors now develop their expertise, by streaming into either Urban or Rural Operations. This change has improved the logistical and
administrative efficiency of the course, leaving more
time to participate in the core job of instructing.
A Coy, responsible for Module 1, sees the soldiers
conducting acclimatisation and revision whilst waiting for the commencement of their training Session.
Soldiers are trained to stage 3 of the battle shot in
both the F88 and F89 weapon systems, they are
qualified on all section weapons including the F1
grenade, M18A1 Claymore, 40mm GLA, M72A6
66mm SRAAW. They are trained in the Military Self
Defence (MSD) exponent course, before commencing the Urban Operations Package.
The Urban Operations Package is delivered over two
weeks and includes Close Quarter Shooting techniques, where soldiers are trained to engage targets
standing using the Rapid Aim Fire Technique at
ranges from 5m to 25m. They progress from static
frontal engagements, neutralising threats to the
flanks and rear. All teachings are conducted up to
live fire standard. Soldiers then progress into room
combat and receive grounding in Security Operations and Urban Offensive Operations. Module 1
completes a scenario driven activity and places soldier in situations where they are required to use their
judgement, in operating within Rules of Engagement, whilst suffering the effects of fatigue. The exercise culminates in exercise Urban HARDCORPS,
where the soldiers are challenged physically and
mentally and moves into the final week conducting
the complete Basic Combat Communications Course
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before they are sent to B Coy to receive the remainder of their training.
B Coy, Module 2, holds the responsibility to ensure
soldiers are trained in the 84mm MDFSW antiarmour weapon and Mag 58 General Service Machine Gun. The soldiers transition from operating in
the urban environment into the rural environment
and receive theory and practical instruction on conventional rural operations, and receive Chemical,
Biological, Radiological, and Nuclear Defence
training in the SOI gas facility.
The trainees are instructed and tested on conventional Offensive Operations in the field environment
before the transition to conventional defensive operations is made and the soldiers culminate with
Exercise Rural HARDCORPS.
The trainees participate in a live fire exercise where
they are tested in individual sneaker lanes, group
fire and movement, section level frontal/flanking
attacks and a section defence range.
We have fought to stay at the right edge of the curve
by trialling 2012 concepts and modularizing the
course to more genuinely develop the subject matter
expertise of the instructors in order to produce a
better outcome for the trainees. The result is a 21st
Century soldier who is equipped for all levels of
conflict across the current spectrum of operations.
He is proficient on seven new weapon systems, a
close quarter fighter (both armed and unarmed), a
communications expert and an expert across all the
new technological advancements for infantry, such
as thermal and night weapon capabilities. He is fit,
has been tested under the duress of fatigue and he is
immediately ready to deploy on operations on
marching out of the School.

content and the requirement for doctrine change.
The Urban Operations team has delivered a comprehensive TMP designed as a train the trainer course
to disseminate new TTPs widely throughout the
RAR. The course covers Close Quarter Shooting
Techniques, where the students' progress from frontal engagements, to neutralising threats to the flanks
and rear, engaging multiple threats, to shooting on
the move.
All teachings are tested in the live fire environment,
including team level room combat shooting on the
move both day and night. The trainees are taught the
progression from unforced breaching, through manual and ballistic breaching techniques to explosive
breaching, which are conducted in the live fire environment incorporated into room combat. The delivery of this training is finally bearing fruits with the
third Urban Operations Instructor Course being delivered over late August.
The SOI continues to strive to keep up with the ever
changing nature of warfare and can comfortably say
that it is the instructors – the Junior and Senior NonCommissioned Officers and Officers who have returned from operational service and have been
posted to the School of Infantry – who have evolved
and refined the cultivation of the 21st Century Infantry soldier.

The raising of Soldier Support Wing has ensured
that soldiers sent to either transition or rehabilitation
platoon receive the support of permanent staff who
are solely responsible for the rehabilitation and/or
transition of those soldiers unable to continue infantry training. This has served Rifleman Wing well as
it has reduced the burden to rehabilitate allowing
Rifleman Wing to focus solely on training.
Tactics Wing has experienced exciting changes with
the creation of a dedicated Urban Operation Team
designed to standardise the Urban Tactics Techniques and Procedures (TTPs) within the RAR. The
Urban Operations Team spent the first half of 2009
developing the TMP for the Urban Operation Instructor Course, spending hours discussing course
RAR Foundation
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LIFE GOVERNORS 2009
Maj Gen P J Abigail
Lt Col C J Adamson
The late Mr R A Anderson
Capt W McI Anderson
The late Col J D Andrew
Brig C G Appleton
Maj Gen P M Arnison
Pte B G Arnold
WO1 D M Ashley
Col W J Austin
2/22nd Bn AIF Assn
Lt Col G M Bagot
Pte R A Bailey
Capt W D Baker
* Pte J C Baldwin
* LCpl D Barnett
Capt J D Bathgate
Bro J S Belmonte
Gen Sir Phillip Bennett
WO2 J M Bennett
Maj S N Bernardo
Maj A R Birch
Lt Col M J Birtles
Lt Col J P Blain
Maj Gen M P Blake
* Col J Blaxland
Mr D J Blazely
Mr W Bolton
Mr S Bombell
Brig M D Bornholt
Maj S Boscato
Lt Col H Bowman
Maj S W Brain
The late Mr J R Brazell
Pte M Brennan
Col R Brett
Mr R J Briggs
Capt J Brook
Mr N Brown
Capt M S Bunker
SSgt R A Bunting
Maj R N Bushby
Col I J Cahill
Lt Col M J Callan
WO2 J Callcott
Pte M J Cameron
Lt Col A J Campbell
Lt Col I T Campbell
Pte D P Carrick
Col M J Carroll
Mr W E R Carter
Pte M L Casey
Col S F Caughey
The late Col D A Chinn
Lt Col E A Chitham
Col J M Church
The late Col L G Clark
The late Pte J M Clark
Lt Col D S Clarke
Pte S A Clarke
Cmdr D E Clinch
Maj Gen A Clunies-Ross
WO1 G A Cochrane
Brig F K Cole
Maj Gen J M Connolly
Mr C L Constable
Capt D A Cook
Pte R Cooper

The late Hon. D Corcoran
Capt G J S Cornelia
Gen P J Cosgrove
LtCol S Crafter
Capt S N Croft
WO2 R T Crooks
Maj G A Crosland
Late Rev Mons G A Cudmore
Pte A R Cuthbert
Late Lt Gen Sir Thomas Daly
Maj T Daniels
WO1 J J Daniels
Lt Col J E Davidson
The late Col P D D'Arcy
L/Cpl A Dean
The late Mr F W Dean
Maj M DeFina
Brig J P A Deighton
Col P Desmond
Col J C Dittmar
Pte O S Doig
* Pte C C Donaghue
Capt J M Donohoe
Mr W F Douglass
Lt Col C H Ducker
The late Mr H Dunkley
Brig S J Dunn
The late Col C H A East
* Mrs Shirley East
Lt Col A J Egan
Col M Elliott
Brig J Essex-Clark
WO2 A J Feige
WO2 J G Ferguson
Maj C A Field
Col A Findlay
Capt J A Finger
The Hon T A Fischer
Maj M P Flanagan
Sgt S D Flatman
Mr P J Flower
Col Q L Flowers
William J Forrest
The late WO B W Foster
Capt J T Frankcombe
Lt Col D G Franklin
* Pte J J Franklin
Maj K S Fraser
* Pte T J Freitag
Col J J Frewen
Lt Col S L Gabriel
WO1 W J Gall
Lt Col A D Gallaway
Maj Z Gamble
Maj M E Garraway
Pte S Garritty
Pte A G Gawne
Maj R I George
The late Mr E Giffin
* Pte B Gillard
WO1 A B Gillman
Lt Col S C Goddard
The late Lt Col J B Godwin
Col D V Goldsmith
Maj G Goldsmith
Col M S Goodyer
Maj D H Gosman
Brig S C Gould

Mr J W Grant 2/32nd Bn Assn
Col P N Greenhalgh
Capt K V Greenwood
Maj P G Greive
Brig L R Greville
Lt Col I M Guild
Maj P F Ham
Maj G R Hansen
Lt Col J C Harding
WO2 L J Hart
The late Gen Sir Francis Hassett
The late Col J B Healy
Maj K D Heany
Brig I J C Hearn
WO2 D M Heaslip
Maj L Helmrich
Pte J A Hill
Lt Col H P M Hoebee
Cpl R Hogno
* Capt J Hohnen
Brig T H Holland
Maj S W Holmes
Pte S E Hopkins
Maj Gen B W Howard
Sgt G Howard
Maj Gen J C Hughes
The late Maj Gen R L Hughes
WO1 G L Hughes
LtGen D J Hurley
Col J M Hutcheson
The late Brig O D Jackson
Maj Gen W B James
Lt Col B N James
Mr A James
* Lt Col J James
Maj Gen P M Jeffery
Capt C A Johnson
Lt Col C A Johnston
Lt Col J Joycey
Maj Gen M J Keating
Maj G M Keating
Maj Gen M A Kelly
Pte S Kempe
* Sgt G J Kermode
Pte W B Kidd
Lt Col D J Kilcullen
Mr K M Kipping
Maj G M Knowles
Pte L M Krause
Pte C G Lacey
The late Col H M Lander
Pte Landt-Isley
Col J O Langtry
Capt D P Lea
Lt Gen P F Leahy
Lt Col M D Lean
Col P Leeson
Maj E P Lenaghan
Capt D D Lowson
Pte K M Lynch
Lt Col I B Mackay
The late Col D J Mannett
* Pte A P Marks
Mr C J Mayhew
Mr L McAulay
Capt M K McBride
* Maj J F McCaffery
Maj D McCammon
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The late Lt Col A McCann
Capt N McCarthy
The late Lt Col E M McCormick
The late Lt Col K V McDermott
Lt Col G J McKay
* Pte R McKenna
Lt Col D K McKerral
Cpl A J K McNeil
Pte J McNeilly
Col D J Mead
Mr T J Meissner
Pte A P Middleton
Lt Col C G Miles
Maj A C Mitchell-Taylor
Maj Gen J Molan
Mrs P Montgomerie
The late Maj R J Moran
* Pte M Morris
Late MajGen A L Morrison
MajGen D L Morrison
Lt Col M C Morrison
The late Brig W J Morrow
Capt C Moss
Lt Col M Mumford
Father G Murphy
Lt Col M J Musgrave
Late LtCol The Hon K E Newman
Maj Gen M P J O’Brien
Lt Col B S O’Dowd
Mr R J O’Neill
Mr J D O’Shea
Lt Col E J O’Sullivan
Mr P Oldham
Capt R U Omagi
Sgt J P Osborne
Pte D L Pate
Lt Col J Patten-Richins
AVM J A Paule
Maj S A Peachey
Maj K G Pearce
Lt Col M B Pears
Lt Col A T Pembroke
Brig E F Pfitzner
Maj Gen P R Phillips
* Capt M J Phillips
WO1 S L Podobnik
The lateLt Col H W Pope
* Pte B Potter
Maj I S A Power
Pte S Preston
* LCpl J L Prewett
* Maj P F Prickett
Capt B A Pronk
Mr T E Prosser
Father P J Quilty
Pte J Quinn
* Maj T Ramage
Capt A J Rankin
Maj D Read
Pte J A Reece
WO2 R M Rees
Mr G Reidy
* WO2 M Rice

Lt Col I J Robinson
* Pte M J Robinson
WO2 A P Rogers
Pte M A Rogers
Cpl C E Rohse
Lt Col J B Rowland
Lt Col M A Rozzoli
Lt Col J C Rule
WO1 C W Russell
The late WO1 B M Ryan
WO1 K M Ryan
Mr D Sabben
Col R A Sayce
Maj P A Scanlan
Pte O J Scanlon
Lt Col A M Schaper
Maj K W Scheuermann
Sgt R A Schrader
Brig B A Scott
Sgt A Scott
WO1 J Selmes
Very Rev A Sempell
Brig D G Sharp
WO1 J R Sheahan
Brig J A Sheldrick
Brig J J Shelton
Maj D A Siggers
* Lt Col J A Simeoni
The late Brig M B Simkin
Col T A Simkin
Col P K Singh
Mr M Skennar
Capt T S Slatter
Mr P Slattery
Maj Gen N R Smethurst
Mr D R.Smith
Mr K A Smith
Maj Gen M G Smith
WO1 R E Smith
Col S L Smith
* Capt J M B Smith
* Maj B A Smith
Maj A M F Somerville
Maj D M Sommers
* Pte J N Sorraghan
Capt G R Sowiak
Capt R Spackman
Capt A E Sparkes
Maj P G Stammers
Maj M W Stevens
Lt Col J M Stewart
Maj L A Stewart
Lt Col W B Stothart
Maj Gen A B Stretton
Mr J Stringfellow
Capt C Stuart
Lt Col S Stuart
Lt S G Sullivan
Pte D B Sullivan
The late Col R Sutton
* Mr J Swain
Mr C H Swinbourn
Chap H M Swinbourn

Pte A J Taylor
Lt Col I C Teague
The late Mr H Tedaldi
WO2 J C Thies
Col N L Thompson
* WO1 W T C Thompson
Brig The Hon. D Thomson
Col R A Tiller
The late Col C M Townsend
Lt Col A K Treble
Capt M Tull
The late Mr K G Turbayne
Maj K P J Tyrrell
Col N J Underwood
Capt A B Vanden Hengel
WO2 R S Varcoe
Mr A R Vockler
Mr M von Berg
Col G R Wainwright
Maj J C Walters
WO1 S C Ward
Mr J Watt
Brig N H Weekes
The late Brig S P Weir
Maj R W Weir
Lt Col N W Welch
WO1 D J Welsh
Mr L V Westende
Capt M J Williams
Maj Gen S V L Willis
* Sgt D L Wilkins
Maj Gen R G Wilson
* Women’s Auxiliary, Wollongong RSL
Pte M D Wood
* Capt S E Wood
Sgt M S Woodney
WO K J Woods
Mr E Woodward
Capt B L Woolmer
Sgt J J Wootton
Capt J Worthington
Capt A C Zimmerle
* Appointed since 2008 Newsletter

Valhalla-Vale
We wish to acknowledge the passing of major R J Moran, OAM, Retd who for a number of years has made a
major contribution to the Foundation in the way of record keeping and history. We also will miss Colonel D J
Mannett, MC, Retd.
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